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Foreword
By Chester E. Finn, Jr., and Amber M. Winkler

T
he Advanced Placement (AP) program is enjoying a growth spurt in the United States. In 2003 

and 2004, 1.1 million high school students participated in the AP program and took 1.8 million 

exams. Just four years later, 1.6 million young people sat for 2.7 million exams.1 There’s probably no 

education program in America that’s been expanding faster. 

This is indisputably a good thing, right? After all, even the notoriously tough reviewers that we at Ford-

ham engage from time to time to judge the quality of state standards and curricula found AP generally 

worthy of gold star status.2 Other studies have shown that, even when students score poorly on the 

AP exam (earning a 2) and don’t receive college credit, they still achieve higher average GPAs in col-

lege than their non-AP peers (when matched on SAT scores and family income). 3

But isn’t it possible that the opening up and rapid democratization of AP might jeopardize its quality, 

perhaps adversely affecting the education of the top students who are most capable of tackling rigor-

ous academic work? Are their AP courses being subtly “dumbed down” as more—and possibly less-

prepared—students flock into them? What happens to a traditionally elite education program when it 

democratizes? Is there enough gold to go around? Can we, in John W. Gardner’s famous formulation, 

be equal and excellent, too?4

We set out to investigate this question by asking AP teachers themselves what they see happening to 

the program. This report doesn’t provide definitive answers (nor does any other accessible data source, 

but more on that later). What Growing Pains in the Advanced Placement Program: Do Tough Trade-offs 

Lie Ahead? does is present the on-the-ground perspectives of those charged with implementing this 

acclaimed, college-level, high-school curriculum. To our knowledge, this is the first-ever national survey 

of AP teachers on this topic—serious educators, nearly all of them, typically in love with their subjects 

and eager to share their knowledge with America’s best and brightest young people.

We find their views about AP growth to be conflicted, mostly positive toward the program’s expansion 

yet tinged with concern that the quality of the AP student body is diminishing. “A little more gatekeep-

ing, please,” is one message we hear, if faintly.

  

This study is part three of a five-part, multiyear examination of the condition of high-achieving 

students in U.S. schools in the No Child Left Behind (NCLB) era. The project is supported by the John 

Templeton Foundation and our sister organization, the Thomas B. Fordham Foundation. The first two 

parts, which included both an analysis of National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) data 

and a national teacher survey, were released in June 2008. Jointly titled High-Achieving Students in the 

Era of NCLB, they found that, although the lowest-achieving students made rapid gains from 2000 to 

2007, the progress of top students during the same period was, as described by Brookings scholar 

Tom Loveless, “languid.” And the Farkas Duffett Research Group found teachers reporting that they’re 

paying considerably more attention to their lowest-achieving pupils than to their highest.. 

1 College Board. 2008. Annual AP Program Participation 1956–2008. New York: College Board. http://professionals.collegeboard.

com/profdownload/ap-data-2008-Annual-Participation.pdf (accessed March 27, 2009). Note: The number of students may be 

slightly inflated across years since some students take exams in more than one year.

2 See Byrd, Sheila, Lucien Ellington, Paul Gross, Carol Jago, and Sheldon Stern. 2007. Advanced Placement and International Bac-

calaureate: Do They Deserve Gold Star Status? Washington: The Thomas B. Fordham Institute. 

3 Hargrove, Linda, Donn Godin, and Barbara Dodd. 2009. College Outcomes Comparisons by AP and Non-AP High School Experienc-

es. New York: The College Board. Also note: This study was reviewed by the What Works Clearinghouse and found “not consistent” 

with its standards for evidence. See http://ies.ed.gov/ncee/wwc/publications/quickreviews/apoutcomes/index.asp

4 Gardner, John William. 1961. Excellence, Can We Be Equal and Excellent Too? New York: Harper.
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Now we return with this national survey of Advanced Placement teachers. Once again, we engaged 

the Farkas Duffett Research Group (FDR), which we’ve long respected for its diligence, accuracy, and 

reader-friendly analyses. They’ve again done superb work and we’re grateful indeed.

This report, like the last one, also benefitted from the expert counsel of an independent review com-

mittee that included Cynthia Brown, Director of Education Policy, Center for American Progress; Paul 

Gross, Professor Emeritus, University of Virginia; Frederick Hess, Director of Education Policy Studies, 

American Enterprise Institute; Stephanie Pace Marshall, Founding President and President Emerita, 

Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy; and Joyce Van Tassel-Baska, Executive Director, Center 

for Gifted and Talented and Smith Professor of Education, College of William and Mary. We are much 

in their debt. Let’s be clear, though, that not every suggestion made by every expert could be fitted 

into the final draft. And, of course, the views expressed in this Foreword need not reflect those of the 

review committee or the FDR Group. 

We also thank the Fordham team for conscientiously seeing this report to completion and dissemina-

tion, particularly program associate Christina Hentges, media and public affairs staffers Amy Fagan 

and Laura Pohl, Vice President Michael Petrilli, copy editor Rene Howard, and designer Edward Alton. 

  

A resounding theme emerging from this study is that AP teachers are generally satisfied with the 

overall quality of the program’s curriculum and courses. Most say these bedrocks have stayed fairly 

consistent, even during a time of rapid expansion. Granted, the survey’s respondents (and focus-group 

participants) have a lot of “skin in the game,” since they are themselves guardians of a respected, even 

iconic, program. We might reasonably expect them to give the AP program the high marks that they 

want their pupils to earn on its exams. Yet we also find here a schism in how AP teachers view the 

program’s democratization. 

We asked them to choose whether it’s better to open up the program to all students so as to widen 

opportunity or to limit it to those high school pupils most capable of meeting its demands. On this 

key question, they are not of one mind. The majority (52%) says it’s best to allow only those students 

deemed able to handle the material into AP classes. A large minority (38%), though, would allow in 

more students who want to take the classes, even if they do poorly. (The rest said “neither” or “un-

sure.”) It’s not an overwhelming margin, but more teachers are concerned about an open-doors policy 

than are eager to embrace it. That’s not necessarily elitist. Conscientious educators typically want to 

ensure that students are up to the classroom challenge and able to overcome rather than feel beaten 

down by it.

Some influential folks would forge ahead with AP democratization regardless of teacher concerns. 

Veteran Washington Post education reporter Jay Mathews—our friendly sparring partner in this AP 

debate—is one of them. Years ago, Mathews devised the “Challenge Index,” which purports annually 

to rank the country’s best high schools. Roughly speaking, Mathews divides the number of AP tests 

taken in a school by the number of its graduating seniors.5 He uses the quotient to rank high schools—

and it’s clearly getting traction. Forty percent of those who have any familiarity with it say it’s had at 

least some impact on their school’s approach to AP. Mathews insists that AP courses should be made 

available to all students on grounds that it’s a good program and its rising tide will lift all boats. 

We’re not so sure. Boats that aren’t properly moored can capsize or sink when the tide rises. 

One thing is for sure, though: The College Board agrees with Mathews. For years, it has beaten the 

equitable-access drum, routinely tracking what it calls an “equity and excellence gap.” “True equity,” 

the College Board says, “is not achieved until the demographics of AP participation and performance 

reflect the demographics of the nation.” That’s surely an admirable goal. But what happens when 

schools don’t equitably prepare students to handle the AP challenge? The Board maintains that “All 

5 Note that Mathews recently instituted a “Catching Up” list, intended to cast light on those schools with high AP test-taking 

rates but few passing scores. The list includes all schools with AP or International Baccalaureate (IB) test-passing rates below 10%. 
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willing and academically prepared students deserve the opportunity to succeed in rigorous, college-

level experiences.”6 Sounds great, but therein lies the rub: Are all willing students also academically 

prepared? 

The most recent College Board statistics shed a little light on this question—and reviews are mixed. 

On the one hand, the percentage of the 2008 high school graduating class scoring at least one 3 

on an AP test rose to 15%, up from 12% in 2003.7 On the other hand, the percentage of all exams 

receiving grades of 3 or higher declined from 62% to 58%, and the mean score slipped from 2.96 to 

2.85.8 That’s neither a ringing endorsement of, nor a fatal flaw in, the more-open-doors policy. Still, 

it’ll be worth watching to see if mean scores continue to inch down in the coming years as AP access 

continues to widen. 

Plenty more about AP should be watched, studied and analyzed. Changing policies (i.e., from gate-

keeping to gate-razing) should be open to evidence-based scrutiny—scrutiny informed by widely 

available third-party analysis.

But don’t hold your breath on that front. We know dreadfully little about the impact of the AP Program 

on important student outcomes, much less the impact of a more-open doors policy on the program 

and its student outcomes. The primary cause of that ignorance isn’t analysts’ lack of interest or capac-

ity; it’s that the College Board has been distressingly tight-fisted with AP data. 

According to its own data release guidelines,9 the Board typically declines requests for school-level 

and student-level data. Researchers must get permission from individual states and schools. No 

organization that believed in transparency would adopt such guidelines, which make for unreasonable 

delays, unmanageable expense and unacceptable burden—the more so when one is interested in ex-

amining a critical mass of participating schools. (We understand well the need to protect a school’s—

and especially a child’s—identity, but there’s no reason that both can’t be assigned unique identifiers 

to shield their privacy.) This policy has real time and cost ramifications. For instance, if an analyst 

is interested in comparing the number of students enrolled in AP versus the number of those same 

students who actually took the tests, he'd have to approach individual state education departments 

and perhaps individual schools (depending on the former's policies).

Another dismaying element: the College Board reserves the right to approve how its data are analyzed 

and used. Take page nine of its guidelines: “Any data that are released by the College Board to any in-

dividual or institution remain the property of the College Board, and may not be used for any purpose 

other than that specified in a license agreement between those who request data and the College 

Board.” On the surface, this sounds like standard legalese, but its effect is to give the Board control of 

which types of analysis can be done.

To its credit, the Board periodically releases its own useful macro-level reports. But the country would 

benefit from more nuanced—and closer to the ground—slicing and analysis of those data by indepen-

dent analysts. 

Besides program quality and outcomes, one other aspect of AP growth has been little discussed or ex-

amined. Simply put, it’s expensive. A recent study by education-finance expert Marguerite Roza com-

pares district spending, including AP costs, in three districts.10 She found that spending on AP courses 

in two districts significantly outpaced spending on regular and remedial courses. In one district, for 

example, per-pupil spending on honors and AP courses exceeded spending on regular classes by 80% 

6 College Board. 2009. The 5th Annual AP Report to the Nation. New York: College Board. http://www.collegeboard.com/html/

aprtn/pdf/ap_report_to_the_nation.pdf (accessed April 3, 2009). 

7 Ibid.

8 College Board. 2008. AP Grade Distributions—All Subjects 1988–2008. New York: College Board. http://professionals.colleg-

eboard.com/profdownload/ap-data-2008-Grade-Dist-All.pdf (accessed April 7, 2009).

9 College Board, 2006. Guidelines for the Release of Data. New York: College Board. http://www.collegeboard.com/prod_down-

loads/research/RDGuideforReleaseData.pdf (accessed April 28, 2009). 

10 Roza, M. Forthcoming. “District budget decisions.” Education Next. 
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in math and 23% in English. In another district, AP teachers (who are generally more senior) earned 

substantially more—almost $17,000 more—than teachers of remedial courses; they also taught far 

fewer students (14 versus 19). These costs are not negligible. And that’s without even calculating the 

cost of taking the exams, now $86 a pop.11 

Yes, there’s good news in these pages. The United States has been succeeding in ensuring that the AP 

program is available to more students, 12 including the disadvantaged among them.13 But we’d be wise 

now to make sure that further growth is judicious, not foolhardy. As we seek to substantiate school 

spending in economically challenging times, we need to know if the benefits accruing to students—

whether they be willing, able, or willing and able—justify the program’s costs. Similarly, if tough 

choices have to be made, who will (or should) benefit more in the long run—pupils deemed best able 

to handle the rigors of AP or those less able but nonetheless willing to take the plunge? 

Will the warning signs identified by teachers (e.g., students in over their heads) lead to eventual 

watering down or beefing up of the program? Will the progress of our brightest AP students turn 

“languid” even as we applaud the gains of middle or lower performing pupils? Or will we avoid all such 

revelatory data, honest analyses, and tough choices and simply hope, without knowing for sure, that 

we can be equal and excellent, too? 

11 The College Board offers fee reductions for low income students, and participating schools retain part of student fees to help 

cover their own operational costs. Still, multiply the 2.7 million tests taken in 2007-2008 by the standard fee ($86) and one imme-

diately sees that the  Board (and participating schools) deposit hundreds of millions of AP-fee dollars per annum into the revenue 

side of its ledger. Sure, they also incur many expenses and give various discounts—but it’s pretty obvious that the (non-profit) 

Board benefits financially when AP participation grows. Could that possibly help to explain why it’s so secretive with program data?  

12 The U.S. Department of Education has no doubt catalyzed this growth. In the last two years, it’s appropriated $56.5 million 

to the Advanced Placement Incentive Program, which has a goal of enabling grantees to increase the participation of low-income 

students into the AP Program.

13 In the 2008 graduating class, 17% of AP examinees were low-income students, up from 11% in the class of 2003. College 

Board, 5th Annual AP Report to the Nation, p. 2.
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Executive Summary

W
hat we want is to see the child in pursuit of knowledge, and not knowledge in pursuit of the 

child,” said George Bernard Shaw. Does that suggest that it’s cause for celebration when 

record numbers of U.S. high school students show up in Advanced Placement (AP) classrooms, 

presumably pursuing knowledge and at the very least choosing to study harder? Alas, showing up is 

just part of the equation. Quality of instruction and learning, the intellectual rigor and integrity of the 

program, students’ motivations for enrolling, and academic achievement — all of these and more must 

also matter. 

Growing Pains in the Advanced Placement Program: Do Tough Trade-offs Lie Ahead? is a study of AP 

teachers in America’s public high schools. The research included a national random survey (in which 

1,024 AP teachers participated) and four focus groups with AP teachers.

The study focuses on two basic research themes. We asked AP teachers:

1. What explains the growth in the AP Program? Is it the mounting demand? Are students and their 

families so focused on beefing up college applications and saving tuition that they’re clamoring 

for more and more AP? Is it the supply side, with school systems and administrators pushing AP 

expansion to impress their communities and improve their ratings? Or is growth the consequence 

of the schools’ equity-driven efforts to encourage previously overlooked youngsters to enroll in AP 

courses? 

2. What impact has this growth had? Is it watering down the quality of the program? Has student 

quality declined? Have AP grading standards been weakened? Are AP exams less rigorous or 

scores falling? Or has the AP Program managed to serve more students without appreciable nega-

tive consequences?

Findings

In a nutshell, the nation’s AP teachers told us that, even though they believe that the program’s quality 

is holding up in the face of tremendous expansion, they also see troubling signs in their classrooms 

from students who overestimate their abilities and parents who are overeager to see their kids in AP 

courses.

Six key findings follow: 

The AP Program’s tremendous growth is largely driven by student demand. Students appear, how- 

ever, to be focused on AP for utilitarian or pragmatic reasons, not intellectual aspirations.

Ninety percent of AP teachers say AP is growing because there are more students who want  ~

their college applications to look better.

Only 32% attribute AP growth to more students who want to be challenged at a higher aca- ~

demic level.

AP’s growth is also boosted by district and school policies. High schools seek to burnish their  

reputations by showcasing AP; they’ve mostly done away with gatekeeping (the practice whereby 

school personnel recruited some students into AP and discouraged or ignored others) for the 

program.

Seventy-five percent of AP teachers believe that high schools are expanding their AP program to  ~

improve their school’s ranking and reputation in the community. 

Sixty-nine percent report that their high school’s AP classes are generally open to any student who  ~

wants to take them. Only 29% say there are limits on access, such as GPA or teacher approval.

Executive Summary
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The overall quality of the AP Program remains strong, despite its growth. Teachers report that  

course rigor, exam integrity, and student scores have changed little in the last several years.

More than three in four (77%) rate their own high school’s program as good (52%) or excellent  ~

(25%).

Fifty-nine percent say that the level of difficulty and complexity of the material covered in the AP  ~

courses they teach has stayed about the same; 27% say it has become more difficult.

Only 18% report that their students’ AP exam scores have been declining in the past five years.  ~

But there are warning signs that the quality of the AP program is threatened, mostly because of  

concerns about declining student aptitude and skills.

Over half (56%) of teachers believe that too many students overestimate their abilities and are  ~

in over their heads. Sixty percent think that many parents push their children into AP classes 

when they really don’t belong there.

Teachers are considerably more likely to report a decline in the quality of their AP students in  ~

terms of their aptitude and capacity to do the work than to say that student quality has improved 

(39% to 16%); 43% say it has stayed about the same.

More than six in ten (63%) believe that conducting more screening of students to ensure that  ~

they are ready to do AP-level work before they get in those classrooms would improve the 

program.

AP teachers regard AP exams as legitimate assessments of learning that safeguard quality — a  

sharp and intriguing contrast to most K-12 teachers’ unenthusiastic attitudes toward standardized 

tests and assessment-based education quality control in general.

Nine in ten AP teachers believe that AP exams effectively maintain the quality of coursework  ~

(86%) and are aligned well with curriculum and course objectives (90%).

Eight in ten believe that the AP exam helps to motivate and focus students (81%) and that AP  ~

exam scores at least partly reflect how well they teach (78%).

In contrast, a 2006 Public Agenda study showed that only 18% of public school teachers believe  ~

that standardized tests are necessary and valuable. Sixty-two percent called them “a necessary 

evil“ and 19% thought that they do much more harm than good. Another 71% of public school 

teachers overall believe that students are required to take too many standardized tests. Only 

27% said that things are about right.14

AP teachers working in the nation’s poorest schools — where more than 75% of students are eli- 

gible for free or reduced price lunches15 — report dismal student performance on the AP exam. Only 

25% of these teachers say that most of their students score 3 or better on the AP exams, compared 

with 70% of teachers in low-poverty schools. 16

The survey also queried teachers about their overall assessment of the AP program at their schools, 

their feelings about the national underrepresentation of minority students in AP, and their familiarity 

with Jay Mathews’s “Challenge Index” (which annually ranks the country’s high schools according to 

the ratio of students taking college-level exams; for more details, see The Challenge Index section in 

the text). We also compare the views of AP teachers in high-poverty schools with those in more afflu-

ent schools, as well as by region.

When discussing survey results, a perennial issue is the extent to which respondents — in this case 

AP teachers — are reporting reality or merely their own preconceptions and values. In other words, 

14 Ott, Amber, Ana Maria Arumi, and Jean Johnson. 2006. Reality Check 2006: Is Support for Standards and Testing Fading? New 

York: Public Agenda, p. 9.

15 Families with incomes at or below 185% of the poverty level are eligible for free or reduced price lunches at school.

16 A score of 3 is the traditional cutoff that determines if students are eligible for college credit. 
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can we depend on teachers to give us reliable accounts of what is happening on the front lines of the 

program? We leave this to the reader to judge but point out that in either case, it’s valuable to hear the 

voices of educators and to understand their perceptions, concerns, and sources of satisfaction. 

One final note: In the United States, accelerated learning options in high school also include the Inter-

national Baccalaureate (IB) Program and the Dual Enrollment Program, where high school students 

can take college-level courses for college credit. We focus on AP primarily because of its magnitude, 

but also because of practical limitations in the design and execution of the study. 

About the Study Methods

The study is based on survey findings from a randomly selected, nationally representative sample of 

1,024 public school teachers who are currently teaching at least one AP course. It is also based on 

qualitative data from four focus groups conducted in spring 2008 in Maryland, Texas, Utah, and Wis-

consin. The margin of error for the overall sample is plus or minus three percentage points; it is higher 

when comparing percentages across subgroups. In general, the qualitative data from the focus groups 

(mostly presented in the Observations sections) serve to put the survey findings in context and 

present illustrative examples of AP teachers’ personal experiences. Appendix A includes a complete 

description of the methodology, and Appendix B contains the entire questionnaire and survey results.

Executive Summary
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What’s Driving Growth in AP? 

T
he Advanced Placement (AP) Program has experienced tremendous growth in recent 

years. For example, from 2003 to 2008, the total number of high school graduates who 

had taken an AP exam rose from 516,260 to 757,932 students (i.e., from 19% to 25% of all high 

school graduates).1 The AP teachers surveyed for Growing Pains in the Advanced Placement Program: 

Do Tough Trade-offs Lie Ahead? attest to this growth. Almost two of three AP teachers (65%) say 

that the number of students in their high school taking AP classes has grown, with 21% saying it 

has grown dramatically. And 41% report that the number of students in their own AP courses has 

increased in recent years; only 16% say that it has gone down. A plurality (43%) says that it has 

stayed about the same. “The number of students taking AP is mushrooming,” said one teacher in 

the Milwaukee, Wisconsin, focus group. “It just keeps growing and growing and growing.” 

The Demand Side — More Students Want AP 

Most AP teachers believe that demand by students and their families is a critical driver of this 

growth, but they’re quick to note that the demand is motivated by utilitarian reasons and pragmat-

ic benefi ts, not intellectual aspirations. Nine of ten (90%) believe that the program is expanding 

because there are more students who want their college applications to look better. Almost six in 

ten (58%) think that expansion is driven by more students who want to save money or graduate 

faster from college by getting AP credits.

Pupil Pragmatism

These are instrumental motives. Teachers don’t appear to think that more students are pursuing 

AP because they’re interested in learning for the sake of intellectual enrichment; only 32% believe 

that the AP Program’s growth is driven by larger numbers of students who want to be challenged 

at higher levels. It’s even less likely in the minds of teachers that AP is growing because students 

have been prepared better during their earlier years. Just one in seven (14%) believe that the pool 

1 College Board. 2009. The 5th Annual AP Report to the Nation. “Appendix A: AP data at a glance.” New York: College Board. 

http://www.collegeboard.com/html/aprtn/pdf/ap_report_to_the_nation.pdf (accessed April 3, 2009). 

Question 2 » Number of students taking AP 
classes at your high school:

 21  Grown dramatically
 44  Grown somewhat
 24  Stayed about the same
 10  Declined dramatically or somewhat
 1  Not sure

21

44

24

10
1

Question wording may be edited due to space. 
Totals may not add to 100% due to rounding or the 
omission of answer categories. Respondents were 
asked to think in terms of their experiences over the 
past 5 years.

Question 4 » In the past 5 years, class size of 
the AP classes you teach:

 41  Increased
 16  Decreased
 43  Stayed about the same

41

16

43

What’s Driving Growth in AP?1

Question 13–19 » Across the nation, the AP Program has been growing steadily in recent years. Here are 
some possible explanations for why this is happening. How convincing is each explanation to you? Please 
answer on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not convincing at all and 5 is extremely convincing.

0 100

% saying either “4” or “5”

90

7676

58

33

3232

2020

14

There are more students who want their college applications to look better

High schools are expanding their AP Program to improve their school’s ranking and reputation in the community

There are more students who want to save money or graduate faster from college by getting AP credits

High schools are doing a better job of encouraging qualifi ed low-income or minority students to take AP courses

There are more students who want to be challenged at a higher academic level

Administrators are pushing more unqualifi ed minority or low-income students into AP courses, just to make the classes look more diverse

The earlier grades are doing a better job of preparing students for the rigor of AP coursework
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of qualified students has grown because “the earlier grades are doing a better job of preparing 

students for the rigor of AP coursework.” 

In fact, teachers believe that there are still many students who could thrive in AP but avoid it 

because they don’t want to make the effort — more than one focus group participant described 

these students as “too lazy.” Asked to choose the most likely explanation for why skilled students 

end up not taking AP, 56% say it’s because they don’t want the hard work and pressure — not be-

cause they’re afraid of getting lower grades (30%), because the school has failed to appropriately 

encourage them (4%), or because their friends and peers aren’t in these courses (2%). 

Question 32 » There may be some students who could thrive in AP but do not end up taking these classes. Which of these 
comes closest to the most likely explanation for this? 

56 They don’t want the hard work and pressure

30 They’re afraid of getting lower grades

4 The school fails to appropriately encourage them

2 Their friends or peers aren’t in these courses

Observations

Those who place love of learning at the pinnacle of education values might be disheartened by 

AP teachers’ explanations for student enrollment in AP. To hear teachers tell it, students’ motives 

are predominantly utilitarian — to improve their transcripts to get ahead in the college admissions 

process or to lower college tuition costs once they get in. For some, this information is worrisome: 

If AP students are among the nation’s best and brightest, what does it mean that love of subject 

matter and deep interest in content is secondary to them? Others — perhaps mindful of their own 

teenage years — find it unsurprising.

The proliferation of the number of kids taking these courses is not because they love the courses. I 

would like to see the emphasis go back to, “I’m taking Psych because I’m interested in the course.” 

Kids are taking them now because they think they have to. 

— Rockville, Maryland

I discovered that a lot of those kids were taking it just because it had AP on its name and it would look 

good on their transcripts.

— Riverton, Utah

A lot of the kids that I get have figured out that by the time they’re seniors, if they get that 3 score or 

higher, then they don’t have to spend that money on tuition. Their parents like that, obviously.

— Frisco, Texas

Still, the growth of the AP Program can be interpreted positively. Given a set of real-world incen-

tives, many more students are choosing a course of study that means working harder, taking an 

extra test, and challenging themselves more. Their motives may be less than pure, but the out-

come — increased effort — is constructive. In the same vein, it’s highly likely that student participa-

tion in AP is on the rise because young people who were previously overlooked as AP material are 

now being encouraged to take AP courses. 

High School Policy: Encourage as Many as Possible

More than student demand is at play. AP teachers firmly believe that their high schools are 

actively pursuing policies to expand their AP programs and fill as many seats as possible. In fact, 

65% say their own high school’s policy is to encourage as many youngsters as possible to take AP 

courses. 

What’s Driving Growth in AP?1
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If student access to AP was once widely controlled,2 the findings from Growing Pains document a 

remarkable shift: The vast majority of teachers (69%) say that AP classes at their high schools are 

generally open to all students; only 29% say there are limits on access such as GPA or teacher ap-

proval. Gatekeeping — where school personnel recruit some students into AP and discourage or ig-

nore others — has apparently diminished. (Access to traditionally challenging courses such as AP 

Calculus and AP Physics, however, is typically limited to students who have taken prerequisites.)

Observations

Focus group discussions also suggested that guidance counselors, administrators, and teachers 

have generally stopped recruiting or discouraging students based on their perceived readiness for 

AP. Gatekeeping has come to be seen as unwieldy, bias-prone, or too hard to maintain in the face 

of student appeals and the mounting importance of AP in college admissions. The redress has 

been to reduce it substantially. A few teachers in the focus groups told us that they still try to give 

students a (discreet) signal that they may be in over their heads by showing them the textbook or 

making sure the first exam is a tough one. But for the most part, pretty much all that’s necessary 

now for students to take AP classes is the desire and will to do so. 

[Our district] has open enrollment, so any kid that wants to take an Advanced Placement class can 

take them here. You will get some that are probably in over their heads … I know I try to make that first 

test pretty difficult so they understand that it won’t get any better than that.

— Frisco, Texas

At our school we don’t stop kids from coming in, so our classes are mixed. I have students that are re-

ally kind of not that great. And the policy at our school and the English department is if students want 

to take it they can take the class and whatever they learn they’re going to improve their skills.

— Riverton, Utah

An Eye on Reputation

Teachers think that efforts to broaden AP are also a way for America’s high schools to enhance 

their outside reputation, making a strong marketing statement to their communities. The vast 

majority of AP teachers (75%) believe that high schools across the nation are expanding their AP 

programs to improve their school’s ranking and reputation in the community. 

But when AP teachers talk about their own high school’s motives for expanding the program — as 

opposed to high schools around the country — they’re far less likely to point to a marketing ethos. 

Fully 64% reject the statement: “My school is too eager to expand AP participation just to improve 

its ranking and reputation.” Teachers may be reacting defensively against a cynical read of their 

own school’s motives and thinking that “others may be doing it, but we’re different.” There’s a well-

known tendency, for example, among respondents to public opinion surveys to give better marks 

to their own schools than to their national counterparts. Or it may be that the survey question’s 

absolutist tone — “…to expand participation just to improve its ranking and reputation” (empha-

sis added) — triggered in teachers’ minds a host of other reasons that they feel are also driving 

growth. 

2 Observers have noted that the trend in the nation’s high schools has shifted toward expanding AP access to all students, 

and away from gearing it to the best-prepared. See Western Interstate Commission for Higher Education (WICHE). 2006. Ac-

celerated Learning Options: Moving the Needle on Access and Success. Boulder, CO: WICHE, p. 5, 9. See also Winebrenner, Susan. 

2006. Effective teaching strategies for open enrollment Honors and AP classes. The Journal of Secondary Gifted Education 

XVII(3): 31–49.

Question 8 » Does your high school have 
a policy — whether formal or informal — of 
encouraging as many students as possible to 
take AP classes?

 65  Yes
 27  No
 8  Not sure

65

8

27

Question 10 » Other than expecting students 
to fulfill prerequisites, are your high school’s 
AP classes:

 69  Generally open to any student who  
   wants to take them
 29  There are limits on access (such as GPA 
   or teacher approval)
 2  Not sure

69

29

2
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The Challenge Index

Perhaps the most obvious example of how a high school’s AP Program might drive its reputation 

is via Washington Post journalist Jay Mathews’s Challenge Index.3 Published annually in News-

week, the index ranks the country’s high schools according to a ratio (i.e., the number of AP tests 

taken divided by the number of graduating seniors in a high school). Half of AP teachers (52%) 

are somewhat or very familiar with the index. And although most of those familiar with the index 

(56%) say that it’s had only a little or no impact on their school’s approach to AP, as many as four 

in ten (40%) report that it’s had at least some impact. Overall, AP teachers are not big fans of the 

concept of ranking the quality of high schools by using the ratio of students taking the exams, with 

58% saying that it’s mostly a bad idea and just 17% believing that it’s a good one. 

Interestingly, AP teachers working in rural school districts appear to be more removed from the 

spotlight of the index, perhaps because scrutiny and competition are more diffuse in their commu-

nities. Only 35% of rural AP teachers are familiar with the Challenge Index, compared with larger 

proportions of their urban (60%) or suburban (62%) counterparts. And although 71% of rural AP 

teachers who are familiar with the index believe that it’s had little or no impact on how their high 

school approaches AP, only 48% of urban and 52% of suburban teachers say the same.

Observations

The Challenge Index has its critics and many AP teachers can be counted among them. But, like 

other ratings such as the ranking of U.S. colleges that appears each year in U.S. News and World 

Report, it has had impact. Teachers in the focus groups report that administrators within local 

school systems, as well as critical consumers and outside observers, pay attention and respond 

to the rankings. Many teachers feel that parents, local newspapers, and attentive elites in their 

communities use a high school’s AP Program as an indicator of its quality — even if they’ve never 

heard of the index. And in many communities, high schools vie to be the preferred destination for 

promising students.

Because of the Challenge Index of Jay Mathews, who is pushing everyone to take AP, what’s happen-

ing is that schools, principals, are very concerned, even though it’s a totally artificial thing. They’re 

very concerned about whether they look better than their neighborhood high school. That piece does 

create something where we all maybe feel like a spotlight is on us.

— Rockville, Maryland

The parents are making the most noise. Your standing in the community will go up because you’re 

offering more AP classes and you might end up on the Newsweek top 100 because of all the students 

taking the thing.

— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The principals talk to each other. They’re pushing. We have a vice principal who just got an AP award 

for getting more kids this last year to sign up; he was nominated by our principal. And so there’s this 

big push in our school system to get as many kids as possible taking AP. Our superintendent views this 

as one of the ways that makes our school system look superior.

— Rockville, Maryland

3 The Challenge Index is devised as follows: Public high schools across the country are ranked according to a ratio of the 

number of AP, International Baccalaureate (IB), and/or Cambridge General Certificate of Education A-level tests taken by all 

students at a school divided by the number of graduating seniors. To make the list, the high school must have an index of at 

least 1.000. Jay Mathews recently modified the methodology so that a high school’s AP test-passing rate is also factored into 

its rating. 

Question 42 » Generally speaking, do you think 
that ranking the quality of high schools by us-
ing the ratio of students taking AP exams is:

 17  Mostly a good idea
 58   Mostly a bad idea
 25  Not sure 

58

25
17

Question 40 » Each year, Newsweek publishes 
a nationwide rating system of high schools 
that uses the ratio of students taking AP 
exams to rank high schools by quality. How 
familiar are you with this rating system?

 22  Very familiar
 30  Somewhat familiar
 17  Not too familiar
 30  Not at all familiar 
 1  Not sure

22

30
17

30

1
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I know that we’ve had a huge push on it because we had declining enrollment, so we’ve tried to come 

up with ways that more people will actually want to come here.

— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Is Growth Driven by Increased Numbers of Minority and Low-Income Students?

The underrepresentation of minority or low-income students in AP has been a persistent issue, as 

it has for America’s achievement gap writ large. According to the College Board, AP participation 

among traditionally underserved students is increasing but these students remain underrepre-

sented.4 To what extent do AP teachers report that this is prevalent in their own schools? (The 

underrepresentation issue is more fully discussed later in this report.)

There is little support among AP teachers for the notion that AP growth is largely attributable to 

change in low-income or minority student participation. For example, among teachers who say 

their schools have a policy of encouraging as many students as possible to take AP, just 12% say 

the main reason is to increase opportunity for historically neglected students. 

Question 9 » Main reason high school has a policy of encouraging as many students as possible to take AP classes:

48 To better prepare students for college level work

36 To improve the high school’s reputation or standing

12 To increase opportunity for historically neglected students

Limited Base: AP teachers who say their high school has a policy of encouraging as many students as possible to take AP classes (n=642)

Roughly one-third of AP teachers (32%) believe strongly that program growth can be explained by 

administrators doing a better job of encouraging qualifi ed low-income or minority students to take 

AP courses. And an even smaller proportion (20%) believes strongly that growth can be explained 

by high schools pushing more unqualifi ed minority or low-income students into AP classes. 

4 Hispanic students went from 14.0% of the AP examinee population in 2007 to 14.8% in 2008 (and represented 15.4% of 

the graduating class of 2008). African American students went from 7.4% of the AP examinee population in 2007 to 7.8% in 

2008 (and represented 14.4% of the graduating class of 2008). College Board, 5th Annual AP Report to the Nation, p. 2.

What’s Driving Growth in AP?1

0 100

Questions 18–19 » Across the nation, the AP Program has been growing steadily in recent years. Here are some possible 
explanations for why this is happening. How convincing is each explanation to you? Please answer on a scale of 1 to 5, where 
1 is not convincing at all and 5 is extremely convincing.

High schools are doing a better job of encouraging qualifi ed low-income or minority students to take AP courses

Administrators are pushing more unqualifi ed minority or low-income students into AP courses, just to make the 
classes look more diverse

7
26

33
15

9

10

10
6

14
18

26
26

(1) Not convincing at all

(1) Not convincing at all

Not sure

Not sure

(5) Extremely convincing 

(5) Extremely convincing 

(4) 

(4) 

(3)

(3)

(2)

(2)
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Are the Students or the Schools Most Responsible for Growth? 

AP teachers believe that their schools are experiencing substantial program growth — one focus 

group participant used the word “mushrooming.” The reasons are wide-ranging, from the demand 

side (e.g., students trying to bulk up their transcripts as they prepare to apply for college), to the 

supply side (e.g., high schools trying to build strong reputations in their communities). In any case, 

AP teachers are more than twice as likely to believe that the size of their own school’s AP Program 

is determined by the level of demand and abilities of the students (60%) than by the policies of 

the school system and administrators (25%). The question of whether the customers or the sys-

tem are most responsible for growth may not be as important as the quality question we address 

in the next section. But it could add focus to any effort to make adjustments to the nation’s most 

prominent way of teaching high-achieving children at the high school level. Question 11 » At your school, which do you 
think plays a bigger role in determining the 
size of the AP Program?

 25  The policies of the school system and 
   administrators
 60  The level of demand and abilities of  
   the students
 1 1  Neither/Something else
 3  Not sure

60

25
11

3
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What’s Happening to Quality?

A
P has long enjoyed a glowing reputation for the quality of its teachers, students, and cur-

riculum, and a recent Thomas B. Fordham Institute report concluded that this reputation 

for excellence is mostly warranted.5 In the current survey, AP teachers also show enthusiasm for 

the program’s educational merit. A full 80% call it the single most important way for high schools 

to serve and challenge advanced students in key subjects. Many report, too, that course content, 

quality of instruction, and student performance on AP exams are holding up well. But teachers also 

see signs of trouble when it comes to the abilities of the students turning up in their classrooms. 

Course Content and Quality of Instruction Remain Strong

AP teachers are broadly satisfied with the program’s quality. Overall, more than three in four 

(77%) rate their own high school’s AP Program as good (52%) or excellent (25%).

And they continue to respond with positive evaluations when asked about specific aspects of AP. 

Theirs is not merely a hazy optimism. For example, when asked about the level of difficulty and 

complexity of the material covered in the AP courses they teach, 59% say that it’s stayed about 

the same over the past five years and another 27% say it’s gotten more difficult. Only 13% say the 

material has gotten easier. 

AP teachers also believe that quality of instruction is high, driven in part by informal self-selection 

among teachers. Almost two in three — 65% — believe that many of their colleagues avoid teach-

ing AP classes because the work is too demanding. 

Observations

In the focus groups, it was clear that AP teachers often had specialized content expertise and 

interest — even love — for their subjects. But they clearly felt that, as AP teachers, more effort was 

expected and required of them. Several also said their courses were becoming more difficult, not 

less. In fields such as science and history, there’s more to know and the information is becoming 

increasingly complex. 

The field of biology is exploding in the past 15 years, so what you have is this breadth of knowledge, 

and there’s nothing they take away from the content in our AP curriculum.

— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

The time factor involved is incredible … You can’t wing it in an AP class because the kids will know … To 

go in unprepared and have the fear of looking like an idiot is a big motivator. Some of these kids are 

just beyond smart, and they’ll know if you’re not prepared.

— Frisco, Texas

Yet AP teachers were careful to make a distinction: On the one hand, they said they had to teach 

course content that was deeper and more challenging; on the other hand, they felt their jobs were 

made easier because AP students were better behaved and motivated. 

I think you have kids that are a little more motivated academically. You don’t always have the disci-

pline issues you have in a regular classroom. But the grading and the writing portion — especially in 

the social studies — the time demand is unbelievable, just staying on top of the content. The depth of 

what you have to know is so great.

— Frisco, Texas

5 Byrd, Sheila, Lucien Ellington, Paul Gross, Carol Jago, and Sheldon Stern. 2007. Advanced Placement and International Bac-

calaureate: Do They Deserve Gold Star Status? Washington, DC: The Thomas B. Fordham Institute. 

Question 7 » When it comes to the level of 
difficulty and complexity of the material 
covered in the AP courses that you teach, has it:

 27  Become more difficult
 13  Become less difficult
 59  Stayed about the same
 1  Not sure 

59

27

1

13

Question 1 » When it comes to how well the AP 
Program is working at your high school, what 
kind of overall rating would you give it?

 25  Excellent
 52  Good 
 19  Fair
 3  Poor
 1  Not sure (less than 1%)

52

2519

13
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AP Test Scores Are Holding Up

There’s also a bottom line question about the relationship between expanding AP enrollment and 

performance on AP measures. Given their growing numbers, do teachers believe that their stu-

dents are less likely these days to succeed on the AP exam? The quick answer is no. Only 18% say 

their students’ AP exam scores have been declining in the past five years. The plurality (43%) say 

test scores have remained about the same and 32% say scores have been improving. More than 

six in ten AP teachers (62%) report that most of their students score 3 or better on the exam (the 

traditional cutoff score that determines whether students are eligible for college credit).6

The statistics released by the College Board are mixed: The percentage of the 2008 high school 

graduating class scoring at least one 3 on an AP test rose to 15.2%, up from 12.2% in 2003.7 But 

over the same time period, the percentage of all exams receiving at least a 3 declined from 61.6% 

to 57.7%, and the mean scores slipped from 2.96 to 2.85.8

We might wonder whether attrition in test taking is cloaking a decline in quality. In other words, if 

less qualified students skip the test, scores will hold steady because only the more capable pupils 

are assessed. But teachers say they don’t see fewer of their students taking the AP exams. In fact, 

only 18% report that the percentage taking the exam has decreased over the past five years; 26% 

say that it’s increased and 53% say that it’s stayed about the same. 

Nor do AP teachers detect a softening in how the College Board scores these tests. Seven in ten 

(70%) believe that the standards for grading AP exams have not been watered down and that 

a score of 3 means the same thing today as it did five years ago. Experienced teachers are even 

more likely to feel this way than those with less experience (75% versus 62%, respectively).

Observations

In discussing student quality and open enrollment, AP teachers would inevitably bring the discus-

sion back to the question of student performance on the exams. Vested interest in the program 

aside, most rejected the idea that open enrollment had taken a visible toll on scores. 

One year I had 296 apply and 295 of them got in [to AP]. In the years that we have pushed those 

kids, our scores have not changed percentage-wise. We have doubled the number of kids who are 

taking AP classes and the number of kids passing those tests has not declined.

— Rockville, Maryland

The number of kids that are not doing well or that are not measuring up is so negligible, at least in my 

class. In the sessions that I’m teaching, only one is not doing well.

— Rockville, Maryland

Good News and Bad News

This is surely good news — but there are also signs of trouble. According to AP teachers, overly 

ambitious parents and overly optimistic students are putting a strain on the quality of the program. 

Well over half (56%) say that too many students overestimate their abilities and are in over their 

heads. Six in ten (60%) believe that many parents push their children into AP classes when they 

really don’t belong there. 

6 According to the American Council on Education (ACE), participating colleges normally honor scores of 3 or 

higher. See The College Board Advanced Placement (AP) Examinations. 2008. http://www.acenet.edu/AM/Template.

cfm?Section=Learners&Template=/CM/ContentDisplay.cfm&ContentID=6957 (accessed April 7, 2009).

7 College Board, 5th Annual AP Report to the Nation, p. 2.

8 College Board. 2008. AP Grade Distributions — All Subjects 1988–2008. New York: College Board. http://professionals.col-

legeboard.com/profdownload/ap-data-2008-Grade-Dist-All.pdf (accessed April 7, 2009).

Question 28 » Thinking about the AP exams 
you are familiar with, how close does this 
statement come to your own view?

The standards for grading AP exams have not been 
watered down — for example, a score of 3 means 
the same thing today as it did five years ago.

 36  Very close
 33  Somewhat close
 15  Not too close/Not close at all
 16  Not sure

33

36
16

15

Question 55 » In the past 5 years, the percent-
age of your students taking the AP exam has:

 53  Stayed about the same
 26  Increased
 18  Decreased
 3  Not sure 

53

18

26

3

Question 57 » In the past 5 years, your 
students’ AP exam scores have been:

 43  Staying about the same
 32  Been improving
 18  Been declining
 7  Not sure

32

43

7

18

What’s Happening to Quality?2
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AP course quality may not have declined, according to teachers, but nearly two in fi ve (39%) 

report that the quality of their AP students in terms of their aptitude and capacity to do the work 

has gone down. This isn’t a majority, but it is virtually tied with the percentage (43%) who say the 

quality of students has stayed the same. Only 16% believe that student quality has improved.

Observations

The signals are crossing. Even as most teachers report that course quality and student achieve-

ment on AP exams are holding steady, many also say that the overall ability of their students is 

trending down and that too many pupils may be in over their heads. Contradictory responses in 

survey data are nothing new and sometimes cannot be reconciled. Our focus group data, however, 

open an additional window into how teachers struggled with this seeming paradox. 

One possibility is that situations are worsening but that AP teachers are optimistic partisans of 

the program, prone to overestimate its quality because they’re so invested in it. Yet the same 

point can lead to the opposite conclusion — because they’re fans of the program, they’re arguably 

more likely to be upset if they see its quality watered down. In fact, teachers readily acknowledged 

weaknesses in the program. During focus group discussions, they openly discussed their concerns 

and wrestled with how real they were. For example, they mulled over questions like the following: 

Do kids write as well as they used to? Are they as motivated? Are the scores declining? 

I see people failing AP now and you wouldn’t see failing fi ve years ago. That’s because they don’t have 

the basic skills to write a sentence.

— Rockville, Maryland

I understand my scores are going to come down [if all the students in his AP class take the AP 

exam] … I could hand pick tomorrow and have scores that would make somebody do back fl ips … In-

stead, I’m like, “I expect you to take it.” I understand that means little Johnny No-Read back there is 

going to take the test too, and it’s going to be ugly.

— Frisco, Texas

Another possibility is that some of the negative trends reported by AP teachers have yet to mani-

fest in declining test scores. This implies that the perceptions reported here may forecast future 

weakening of the AP system. And as we noted earlier, nationwide AP test scores have declined, 

albeit modestly.

Finally, as student demand for AP has increased and gatekeeping has decreased (or vanished), a 

different dynamic may be at play. Many of the students gaining access to AP may be weaker but 

not truly weak. Assuming that these students come to class with core skills and motivation — and 

0 100

34

56

60

64

80

Questions 20–24 » How close does each of the following statements about AP come to your own view?

% saying either “very close” or “somewhat close”

Offering AP is the single most important way for high schools to serve and challenge advanced students in key subjects

Many teachers avoid teaching AP classes because it’s too demanding

Many parents push their children into AP classes when they really don’t belong there

Too many students over-estimate their abilities and are in over their heads when they take AP classes

My school is too eager to expand AP participation just to improve its ranking and reputation

Question 6 » In the past 5 years, the quality 
of your AP students in terms of their aptitude 
and capacity to do the work has:

 43  Stayed about the same
 39  Declined
 16  Improved
 2  Not sure

39

16

43

2

What’s Happening to Quality?2
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are taught by skilled teachers — they may simply be living up to higher expectations and chal-

lenges that they would have avoided in another era.

Ten years ago, nothing but a bright kid would take this course. Kids are challenging themselves now 

to take this course. I feel, as an educator, it’s your job to take those kids. Yeah, we gripe about the fact 

that some of them are failing … If that kid’s willing to challenge himself with that course, as a teacher, 

I’m going to try to teach that child.

— Rockville, Maryland

Any kid that you would classify as one that would fall between AP and regular, if that kid chose to 

take the AP, he’s better for it, because he’s now pushed himself past what he’s going to get in an on-

level class…. He goes to AP, he beats himself up to get an A. They’re better for it college-prep wise. 

They’re better for it material-wise, and they’re better for it study skills-wise.

— Frisco, Texas

The AP Exam as a Guardian of Quality

AP teachers think of AP exams as legitimate assessments of learning that safeguard quality — a 

sharp and intriguing contrast to K-12 teachers’ unenthusiastic attitudes toward standardized tests 

and assessment-based education quality control in general. The vast majority of AP teachers 

(86%) believe that the exams effectively maintain the quality of AP courses across the country, 

another 90% think the tests are well aligned with the curriculum and course objectives, and 80% 

say the exam helps to motivate and focus students. 

AP exams enjoy such credibility among teachers that 78% of AP teachers say their students’ 

scores “at least partly refl ect how well I taught the class.” Again, it’s tempting to compare this to 

teachers’ historical reluctance to attribute student achievement to their own teaching effective-

ness. Many teachers attribute student achievement to student effort (or lack of it) and the socio-

economic status of their families.9 The sentiment is even more pervasive among teachers in focus 

groups when the discussion is about standardized test scores.

9 For example, 42% of new teachers say student achievement is mostly determined by parental involvement and socio-

economic status, compared with 54% who say teacher quality is just as important. See Farkas, Steve, Jean Johnson, Tony 

Foleno, Ann Duffett, and Patrick Foley. 2000. A Sense of Calling: Who Teaches and Why. New York: Public Agenda.. http://www.

publicagenda.org/fi les/pdf/sense_of_calling.pdf (accessed April 8, 2009).

The material covered on the AP exams aligns well with the curriculum and learning objectives of the course

AP exams do an effective job of maintaining the quality of AP courses across the country

The knowledge that there’s an AP exam waiting for students at the end of the course helps to focus and motivate students 

My students’ AP exam scores at least partly refl ect how well I taught the class

The standards for grading AP exams have not been watered down – for example, a score 
of 3 means the same thing today as it did fi ve years ago

0 100

My students’ AP exam scores at least partly refl ect how well I taught the class

78

The knowledge that there’s an AP exam waiting for students at the end of the course helps to focus and motivate students 

80

AP exams do an effective job of maintaining the quality of AP courses across the country

86

The material covered on the AP exams aligns well with the curriculum and learning objectives of the course

90

Questions 25–29 » Here are some statements about AP exams. Thinking about the AP exams you are familiar with, how 
close does each of the following come to your own view?

% saying either “very close” or “somewhat close”

of 3 means the same thing today as it did fi ve years ago

69

What’s Happening to Quality?2
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Observations

The standards era has created — or perhaps revealed — a persistent aversion among teachers to 

using student test scores as a measure of teacher performance. They also reject setting account-

ability measures based on those tests. Yet here we have teachers extolling the virtues of AP 

exams. The exams do an effective job of maintaining the quality of AP courses across the country, 

say 86% of teachers; my students’ AP exam scores at least partly reflect how well I taught the 

class, say 78%. And here we have the schools and the teachers encouraging, if not requiring, 

students to take national tests that very often ask fact-based, multiple choice questions. What 

explains this apparent paradox?

One explanation is that teachers perceive AP exams to be well aligned with the curriculum. AP 

teachers ascribe more credibility to the exams because the content of the teaching agenda is clear 

and connects directly to what is tested. If students do well in my class, an AP teacher reasons, 

they should do well on the exam. By contrast, the perennial complaint of teachers in general about 

the state-level standardized assessments associated with No Child Left Behind (NCLB) is that the 

tests often ask about material divorced from what they were teaching that year. AP manages to 

transform the concept of “teaching to the test” from a derogatory exercise to an aspirational one.

A kid making a 95 in my class, they should be making a 5 on the AP exam.

— Frisco, Texas

That’s your barometer, that’s your report card, and that tells you how you’re doing every year.

— Riverton, Utah 

The difference in the standardized test of the AP is that we did submit an audit. We know the curricu-

lum. We know the time line to teach it. When you throw a random standardized test like the WKCE 

[the Wisconsin state-wide standardized test], which is what our tenth grade kids take, it’s just like, 

“Well, good luck. I hope you learned something in the eighth grade level.” That kind of standardized 

test, no. This kind of standardized test we bought into. We know what we’re teaching the kids. We 

prepped them for it.

— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Underlying teachers’ acceptance of AP testing might also be the fact that participation in the pro-

gram is inherently voluntary. Schools decide to participate, teachers — by and large — choose to 

teach, and students elect to take the classes. That choice, along with sheer self-selection, means 

that participants are more likely to accept the credibility of the system’s rules. Under these condi-

tions, student attitudes become even more important.

You have to get the kids to believe that what you’re asking them to do will pay off. They kind of sniff 

through a “BS” assignment. You’ve got to have them believe that, “Look, I’m going to give you this 

whole bunch of work. It’s going to pay off in May” [test time]. They’ve got to believe in what you’re 

doing.

— Rockville, Maryland

In the end, the very system the standards era has been trying to build — consistent course content 

aligned with tests, transparency and accountability for teachers and students — appears to already 

have been built into this part of the system. AP teachers, for example, spoke freely about what 

happens to mediocre colleagues. 

What’s Happening to Quality?2
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An AP teacher won’t last too long in most communities if you’re not good at what you do … Your 

scores and who you are go right out there to the community. There’s a lot of people who won’t teach 

AP because that’s about as accountable as you’re going to get.

— Rockville, Maryland

In terms of test scores, we have a very active community that wants to know why their son or daugh-

ter is not doing as well as they should.

— Riverton, Utah

There’s some accountability there that motivates the teachers. Honestly, it’s like if all my kids get 2s 

on this test, that’s not a good thing. At this level it works with kids that kind of care.

— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

With or Without Regard to Ability?

There’s a built-in tension in the AP Program between two fundamental and competing values: 

granting access to all (or as many as possible) or making access conditional on demonstrated abil-

ity. The survey pits these priorities against each other. Forced to choose, 52% of AP teachers say 

only students who are deemed able to handle the material should take AP courses: “Otherwise it’s 

not fair to them, their classmates, their teachers, and the quality of the program.” But 38% say the 

more students taking AP courses the better: “Even when they do poorly in the course they benefit 

from the challenge and the experience.” In a presidential election, a 52% to 38% margin might be 

considered a landslide; in an opinion survey, it’s not. And it reveals that teachers are indeed grap-

pling with these competing values. 

Observations

The focus groups reflected tension and uncertainty surrounding these competing values. On one 

hand, some teachers shake their heads at the consequences of an AP-at-will policy and wonder 

where all this is headed.

There are kids who get dumped into AP Lit who don’t know what they’re doing. And that affects the 

way the class is taught when they don’t have the writing skills.

— Riverton, Utah

On the other hand, some AP teachers believe that the experience students gain and the effort they 

make are intrinsically valuable, regardless of what happens when they take the AP exam. These 

teachers rally behind and embrace open enrollment.

Personally, I don’t care who comes into my AP class. I don’t mind that people are not at grade-level 

reading. I don’t care if they fail. I don’t really care what they get on the AP exam … Maybe it’ll trigger 

something in some of them one day. All of them are planning on going to college. I’ll accept anybody. I 

really don’t want to not let anybody try it. That’s fine. Go ahead.

— Rockville, Maryland

Question 12 » Which comes closer to  
your own view?

 38  The more students taking AP courses the 
   better — even when they do poorly in the 
   course they benefit from the challenge 
   and experience
 52  Only students who can handle the  
   material should take AP courses —  
   otherwise it’s not fair to them, their 
   classmates, their teachers, and the quality 
   of the program
 9  Neither/Something else 
 2  Not sure

38

52

9
2

What’s Happening to Quality?2
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Proposals to Change AP —  
Will They Help or Hurt?

T
he survey asked AP teachers to consider various proposals for improving the national 

program. Of the eight proposals, only three gain majority support. This might reflect the 

present program’s general good standing in the minds of teachers who participate in it. Of the 

three, only one gains a strong (63%) majority. But that one proposal goes directly to the heart of 

the “access versus ability” question.

Support for Screening and Limits

More than six in ten AP teachers (63%) think that conducting more screening of students to 

ensure that they are ready to do AP-level work before they get in those classrooms would improve 

the program. This is the “winner” among the eight possible changes we asked them to consider. 

Only 12% think more screening would make the program worse. 

This might be a signal that AP teachers believe the time has come to pull back somewhat on the 

all-access AP philosophy. Recall that 56% of those surveyed say that too many students overesti-

mate their abilities and are in over their heads when they take AP classes and 39% report that the 

quality of their students — in terms of their aptitude and capacity to do the work — has declined.

Questions 43–50 » Here are some suggestions people have made to change the AP Program at the national level. For each, please 
indicate if you think it would generally improve the AP Program, make it worse, or have little impact?

Improve Make Worse Have Little Impact

Conduct more screening of students to ensure that they are ready to do 
AP-level work before they get in those classrooms

63 12 19

Place firm limits on class size for AP, even if some students have to wait 
to take the course

56 18 19

Require all students in AP classes to take the AP exam, with financial aid 
provided for needy students

56 20 18

Change the AP curriculum so that courses are less broad and cover 
greater depth

40 21 22

Limit the number of AP classes that students can take in a given semester 39 19 32

Group students in AP sections by ability, so that, for example, the most 
advanced students learn together

30 36 25

Rely more on online AP courses when just a few students in a school 
want a course or when the school has trouble finding suitable teachers

25 39 16

Encourage more colleges to accept only high AP exam results (4 or 5) 
before granting college credit for AP courses

23 51 20

Two other proposals gain majority support from teachers. More than half (56%) say that placing 

firm limits on AP class size, even if some students have to wait to take the course will improve 

the program. The belief of teachers that smaller class size will improve AP instruction is hardly 

surprising; in virtually any context, teachers think that smaller classes are a key lever for success. 

According to a Rockville, Maryland teacher:

I had 37 kids in each section of my AP English classes until I got to the point of saying, “Look, I don’t 

even have enough desks in my room to accommodate this.” Class size getting bigger and bigger 

makes it harder, especially in an English-type class where you’re trying to do a lot of conversation and 

Proposals to Change AP —  
Will They Help or Hurt?3
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discussion. The class sizes are recommended to be 25 or under. Yet we’re not getting anywhere close 

to those class sizes. 

Require Students to Take the AP Exam

Requiring all AP students to take the AP exam, with financial aid for the needy also garners the 

support of 56% of AP teachers. Teachers in the focus groups indicated that this policy is already 

in force in many high schools, and that sometimes the adults in the building collude to make it ap-

pear as if students don’t have a choice about taking the exam even if they really do. 

I tell my kids they have to take it. That doesn’t mean they all do, but I tell them the first day of school, 

“I expect you to take it.”

— Frisco, Texas

Taking the test is not an option in our school. Every child who takes AP needs to take the test. [Mod-

erator: Must take the test?] Yes. They have extreme pressure to take the test.

— Rockville, Maryland

Administrators may partly regard test taking as a boon to their own school’s reputation. To teach-

ers, the exam is an important motivator of students, and lends credibility to the sometimes oner-

ous academic work they assign. Apparently, even AP students sometimes need to hear the “this 

could be on the test” mantra. 

Depth versus Breadth

In the focus groups, several teachers talked about the huge amount of material they’re expected 

to cover in their courses and the negative impact that has had on their ability to cover any one 

topic in depth. A celebrated instance of the depth-not-breadth argument occurred in the Scarsdale 

public school district in Westchester County, New York. Many stakeholders there thought that the 

AP courses were too prescriptive. Based on this experience, district officials ultimately decided 

to phase out AP courses so as to add depth to their own advanced-level high school courses.10 

The survey findings indicate that this approach has yet to gain majority support from AP teachers 

(40% think changing the curriculum so that courses are less broad and cover greater depth will 

improve the program). A similar proportion of AP teachers (39%) think that limiting the number 

of AP classes a student can take per semester would improve the program. 

Other Proposals

Finally, two proposals that fail to resonate are grouping students in AP sections by ability (only 

30% say this would improve the program), and relying more on online AP courses when just a few 

students in a school want a course or when the school has trouble finding suitable teachers (just 

25% believe this would improve the program). In the focus groups, some teachers talked about 

the importance of a mixed-ability AP classroom.

I think the lower level kids that are in an AP class need a reality check that those other kids in there 

provide. They come in here and think that they’re ready, they need to realize I better giddy-up here 

because there’s people kicking my rear here.

— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

A thin majority of AP teachers (51%) believe that encouraging more colleges to accept only 4 or 

5 on the AP exam for course credit would actually make the program worse. Some teachers in the 

focus groups, though, said that this is already happening in certain schools. 

10 Hu, Winnie. “Scarsdale Adjusts to Life without Advanced Placement Courses.” The New York Times, December 7, 2008, 

New York edition, p.A45.

Proposals to Change AP —  
Will They Help or Hurt?3
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Five years ago, we were really telling kids, “If you make a 3 that’s probably going to get you credit 

at most major universities.” That’s not the case anymore. I mean, truly a 4 has become almost the 

minimum passing … a lot of places are saying it’s 5 or nothing. 

— Frisco, Texas

Proposals to Change AP —  
Will They Help or Hurt?3
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Minority and Low-Income Students 

I
t’s probably not surprising that the achievement gap problem facing American educa-

tion is also at work in the AP Program, with minority and low-income students less likely 

to participate. The data suggest that this is especially true among the African American student 

population. For example, when the College Board analyzed data on the Class of 2008, it found that 

African American students made up 14.4% of graduating seniors in U.S. public high schools but 

just 7.8% of the AP examinee population.11 

AP teachers report that minorities are underrepresented in their schools’ AP courses, though by 

thin margins. The plurality of teachers (43%) report that African American and Hispanic students 

are underrepresented in their own school’s AP classes, relative to their share of the student popu-

lation. But 37% say this is not the case and 19% aren’t sure. 

AP Teachers’ Explanations for Underrepresentation

AP teachers do not offer any one dominant explanation for this proportionately lower participa-

tion. Teachers were asked to rate six potential reasons for why African American and Hispanic 

students are often underrepresented in AP classes. (To avoid asking teachers to castigate their 

own school, this battery of questions asked about high schools across the nation.)

AP teachers appear to be at a loss to explain the problem — at least, no single explanation prevails. 

Fifty percent believe (either 4 or 5 on a scale of 1 to 5) that minorities are underrepresented in 

AP nationally because they’re more likely to come from families with lower levels of income and 

education. Another 45% say a convincing explanation is that minority students are more likely to 

lack the confi dence that they can handle AP coursework. And 43% of AP teachers would point to 

messages from a culture that holds low expectations for them.

11 Hispanic students made up 15.4% of graduating seniors and 14.8% of the AP examinee population; Asian students were at 

5.3% and 10.2%, respectively; and white students were at 62.8% and 61.0%, respectively. College Board, 5th Annual AP Report 

to the Nation, p. 8.

Are more likely to come from families with lower levels of income and education

Are more likely to lack the confi dence that they can handle AP coursework

Are fl ooded by messages from a culture that holds low expectations for them

Are often inadequately prepared in the lower grades

Are less likely to be focused on the importance of college

Are often overlooked by high schools because of stereotypes or mistaken assumptions about their abilities

0 100

Are less likely to be focused on the importance of college

33
Are often overlooked by high schools because of stereotypes or mistaken assumptions about their abilities

21

Are often inadequately prepared in the lower grades

35

Are fl ooded by messages from a culture that holds low expectations for them

43

Are more likely to lack the confi dence that they can handle AP coursework

45

Are more likely to come from families with lower levels of income and education

50

Questions 34–39 » Across the nation, African-American and Hispanic students are often under-represented in AP 
classes. Here are some possible explanations for why this is happening. How convincing is each explanation to you? 
Please answer on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not convincing at all and 5 is extremely convincing.

% saying either “4” or “5”

African-American and Hispanic students:

Question 33 » Relative to their numbers in 
the student population at your school, do 
you think that African-American and Hispanic 
students are under-represented in AP classes?

 43  Yes
 37  No
 19  Not sure 

37

19

43

Minority and Low-Income Students 4
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AP teachers are even less likely to hold the schools themselves responsible for the underrepre-

sentation of African Americans and Hispanics. Only 35% find the explanation that these students 

are often inadequately prepared in the lower grades convincing. One in three (33%) says that 

a persuasive explanation for their underrepresentation in AP is because African American and 

Hispanic students are less likely to be focused on the importance of college. AP teachers are least 

likely to blame institutional discrimination: Just one in five (21%) find credible the explanation that 

these students are often overlooked by high schools because of stereotypes or mistaken assump-

tions about their abilities. 

Observations

We might be tempted to conclude that AP teachers are not focused on the underrepresentation 

problem or that they simply haven’t given it much thought. But the focus group conversations 

suggest otherwise. AP teachers openly talked about efforts in their own districts to address the 

imbalance. 

Race in this country is on the table. The push now is to push minority kids, Hispanic and African 

American, into Honor’s and AP classes. It is that simple.

— Rockville, Maryland

My push is to get the minority students involved with a lot of different programs. And from my view-

point, I’m seeing more students from different ethnic groups taking more AP classes.

— Riverton, Utah

In our district, internally, we have a huge push to get as many minority students into the APs [as pos-

sible]. It’s a challenging issue because if the student isn’t academically ready for the course, there’s a 

limit to what you can do.

— Milwaukee, Wisconsin

High-Poverty versus Low-Poverty Schools

It’s worthwhile to examine the differences between AP teachers in high-poverty schools (where 

more than 75% of students are eligible for a free or reduced price lunch) and low-poverty schools 

(where no more than 50% of students are eligible for a free or reduced price lunch). 

Compared to peers working in low-poverty schools, teachers in high-poverty schools are less likely 

to believe that a surge has taken place in AP course enrollment. So although 70% of teachers in 

low-poverty schools report an overall increase in the number of students taking AP classes, the 

percentage falls to 53% in high-poverty schools. 

But high-poverty schools are more likely to consciously pursue policies to increase minority par-

ticipation. Both of these findings make sense; after all, these schools are often exclusively serving 

disadvantaged pupils. In fact, AP teachers in high-poverty schools are more likely than those in 

low-poverty schools to do the following: (1) believe the main reason their school is encouraging as 

many students as possible to take AP is to increase opportunity for historically neglected students 

(25% versus 8%); (2) indicate that AP expansion is the result of their schools doing a better job of 

encouraging qualified minority or low-income students to take AP (45% versus 32%); (3) support 

the explanation that administrators are pushing unqualified minority or low-income students into 

AP (34% versus 18%); and (4) report that their African American and Hispanic students did not 

get adequate preparation in the lower grades (50% versus 33%).

Minority and Low-Income Students 4
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One of the most dramatic indicators of AP students’ steep path in high-poverty schools is the rate 

at which teachers report they are passing the AP exam. In high-poverty schools, only 25% of AP 

teachers say most of their students score a 3 or better; 70% of AP teachers in low-poverty schools 

report likewise. 

One factor operating in high-poverty schools — in addition to the obvious hardships born of pov-

erty at home — is that these schools are also less likely to field highly experienced AP teachers in 

their classrooms. For example, almost half (47%) of AP teachers in high-poverty high schools have 

less than six years of experience teaching AP, compared with 27% of AP teachers in low-poverty 

schools. Intuitively, we would expect experience to make a difference, and the survey data support 

this expectation. Across all schools, 74% of seasoned teachers (with more than ten years teaching 

AP courses) say that most of their students score 3 or better on the AP exam; the percentage 

drops to 48% among teachers with less than six years of experience in AP classrooms.12 And, as 

one teacher from Texas explains, “You’re not good at this until you’ve taught it for several years. I 

mean, you’re going to get better. You’re going to throw out things that don’t work. You’re going to 

bring in things that do. You’re going to collaborate with people you think are way smarter than you. 

You’re going to get better at it as time goes on.”

12 These data are only suggestive. The researchers did not have access to students’ actual AP exam scores.

Minority and Low-Income Students 4
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Regional Differences:  
The Northeast Stands Out13

A comparison by region shows that high schools in the Northeast appear to offer less access 

to AP courses but have students who perform better on the AP exams. Northeastern high 

schools, by teachers’ accounts, also appear to differ in terms of the objectives they set for their AP 

programs and their explanations for disproportionately low minority participation.

AP teachers in the Northeast, for example, are far less likely than those in other regions to say 

that their schools have a policy of encouraging students to take AP classes (56%) or to have open 

enrollment for AP courses (54%). (See the table below for complete regional data.) At the same 

time, AP teachers in the Northeast are more likely to say that their schools require students to take 

the AP exam (42%) and that the vast majority of students who take it typically score 3 or better 

(47%). The findings from AP teachers in the South show the opposite. These teachers report that 

their schools are more likely to encourage students to take AP (74%) and to have open enrollment 

(78%), but that the students are less likely to perform well (22%).

Comparison by Region

Northeast Midwest South West 

High school has a policy (formal or informal) of 
encouraging as many students as possible to take 
AP classes

56 65 74 63

Other than expecting students to fulfill prerequi-
sites, high school’s AP classes are generally open 
to any student who wants to take them

54 69 78 75

High school requires AP students to take the AP 
exam

42 25 35 12

Estimates that 76%-to-100% of students score 3 
or better on the AP exam

47 37 22 39

Main reason high school encourages as many stu-
dents as possible to take AP classes is to improve 
the school’s reputation or standing

52 41 28 29

Main reason high school encourages as many 
students as possible to take AP classes is to better 
prepare students for college level work

33 47 51 56

“There are more students who want their college 
applications to look better” is an extremely 
convincing explanation for the steady growth in 
the nation’s AP Program (% who said “5” on scale 
of 1 to 5)

67 38 42 47

These findings also suggest that high schools in the Northeast may have different goals for the 

AP Program. Teachers report that the main reason their own high schools encourage as many 

students as possible to take AP classes is to improve the school’s reputation or standing; for the 

other three regions, the main reason is more likely to better prepare students for college-level 

work. Similarly, AP teachers in the Northeast are more likely to point to students’ desire to want 

their college applications to look better as an extremely convincing rationale for the recent growth 

in AP compared with AP teachers in other regions of the country. 

Finally, AP teachers in the Northeast are — for the most part — less likely than their regional coun-

terparts to find any of the six explanations offered for minority underrepresentation in AP convinc-

ing. And they’re also far less likely to think that these students are actually underrepresented in AP 

13 In this section, differences between the highest and lowest reported percentages are statistically significant at the .05 level.

Regional Differences:  
The Northeast Stands Out5
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classrooms. Approximately half of the AP teachers surveyed in the South (53%), the West (51%), 

and the Midwest (43%) think that African American and Hispanic students are underrepresented 

in AP courses, compared with 27% in the Northeast. 

Questions 34–39 » % saying either “4” or “5” on a 1 to 5 scale where 1 is not convincing at all and 5 is extremely convincing

African-American and Hispanic students: Northeast Midwest South West 

Are more likely to come from families with lower 
levels of income and education

40 47 56 53

Are more likely to lack the confi dence that they can 
handle AP coursework

33 42 55 51

Are fl ooded by messages from a culture that holds 
low expectations for them

33 40 51 45

Are often inadequately prepared in the lower grades 25 34 42 37

Are less likely to be focused on the importance of 
college

19 31 39 40

Are often overlooked by high schools because of 
stereotypes or mistaken assumptions about their 
abilities

17 18 21 29

Question 33 » Relative to their numbers in the 
student population at your school, do you think 
that African American and Hispanic students 
are under-represented in AP classes?

100
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% saying “yes”

27
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53 51
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Final Observations

W
hen surveys are commissioned, a sort of self-selection is often at work. The policy or 

program in question is already “in play” in the political arena, undergoing scrutiny by the 

press and in policy-making circles. Respondents are asked for their views and to rate proposals for 

change or reform because the program is already facing controversy. Typically, such surveys end 

up showing recommendations that have already been approved receiving unrealistic levels of en-

thusiasm. Oftentimes, this is a sign that people are fed up with the politics surrounding a program 

and, simultaneously, not genuinely considering the costs and downsides of solutions. 

But this isn’t the case with AP — at least not yet. A full-scale national debate on AP has hardly be-

gun, unless we count overattentive policy wonks and some education writers. Controversies that 

do break out are local in nature and capture the interest of specific communities. And although AP 

teachers in this nationwide survey point to some warning signs, they’re still broadly satisfied and 

think highly of the AP Program’s specific elements. 

All of this implies that the only proposal for changing the AP program receiving more than 60% 

support — more screening of students to ensure that they are ready to do AP-level work — merits 

careful attention. Teachers are clearly starting to worry. And if AP is a program that matters to the 

nation in terms of how it educates its best and brightest high school students, perhaps it’s time for 

all of us to pay attention, too. 

Final Observations6
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Appendix A: Methodology

T
hese findings are based on data from a randomly selected, nationally representative 

sample of 1,024 public high school teachers currently teaching at least one Advanced 

Placement (AP) course. The Farkas Duffett Research Group (FDR Group) conducted the survey, 

which was fielded from September 26 to October 31, 2008, for the Thomas B. Fordham Institute. 

The margin of error for the overall sample is plus or minus three percentage points; it’s higher 

when comparing percentages across subgroups. 

Before the survey was designed and administered, the FDR Group moderated four focus groups 

with AP teachers, one each in Frisco, Texas; Milwaukee, Wisconsin; Riverton, Utah; and Rockville, 

Maryland. Participants were recruited to the FDR Group’s specifications to ensure a proper demo-

graphic mix. The purpose of the focus groups was to gain a firsthand understanding of AP teach-

ers’ perceptions, to develop new hypotheses based on their input, and to use language and terms 

that teachers are comfortable with in the design of the survey questions. Quotes in this report are 

drawn directly from the focus group discussions. 

Next, the FDR Group designed the survey instrument in two modes: paper, for respondents who 

chose to participate via U.S. mail; and Web-based, for respondents who preferred to reply online. 

In all, 884 responses were collected through the mail and 140 were obtained through the Internet. 

The researchers pretested the 60-question survey extensively with AP teachers before fielding it. 

The demographic and regional characteristics of the sample were matched to similar descriptive 

statistics in a 2005 College Board study of AP teachers.14 The FDR Group statistically weighted the 

survey data to align the regional distribution of teachers in the sample to that of the College Board 

data. The following sample weights were applied: Northeast, 2.69; Midwest, 0.74; South, 0.73; and 

West, 1.14.

The nonstratified random sample was drawn from a comprehensive database of names and school 

addresses of current AP public high school teachers. Market Data Retrieval, a subsidiary of Dun 

& Bradstreet, provided the sample; Robinson & Muenster Associates supplied the data collection 

and tabulation services. A total of 5,200 questionnaires, each accompanied by a cover letter and 

a postage-paid return envelope, were mailed. The cover letter described the research and included 

a URL for those who preferred to participate online. The first mailing went out on September 26, 

a reminder postcard followed one week later on October 6, and a second mailing was sent on 

October 14. Surveys received through October 31 were included in the results. The process netted 

1,024 usable surveys, for a response rate of 20%. 

14 Paek, Pamela L., Eva Ponte, Irv Sigel, Henry Braun, and Don Powers. 2005. A Portrait of Advanced Placement Teachers’ Prac-

tices. Research Report No. 2005-7. New York: College Board.
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Appendix B: Complete Survey Results
All numbers are reported as percentages; * = less than 0.05%. AP teachers were instructed to 

consider their experiences over the past five years when answering questions.

1. When it comes to how well the AP Program is working at your high school, what kind of over-
all rating would you give it? 

	 25		Excellent 

	 52		Good 

	 19		Fair 

	 3		Poor

	 *	 Not sure

2. Has the number of students taking AP classes at your high school

	 21	 Grown dramatically 

	 44	 Grown somewhat 

	 24	 Stayed about the same

	 8	 Declined somewhat

	 2	 Declined dramatically

	 1	 Not sure

OF THOSE RESPONDING, NUMBER OF AP STUDENTS HAS GROWN Q2 (n = 659)

3. In what subject areas has the growth in AP students taken place?

	 17		Mostly in the hard sciences and mathematics

	 28		Mostly in subjects like psychology, English, or government

	 40		The growth is evenly distributed

	 15		Not sure

4.  Has the class size of the AP classes you teach

	 41		 Increased

	 16		Decreased

	 43		Stayed about the same

	 *	 Not sure

5.  When it comes to the AP subject that you primarily teach, which would you say is a better 
description? 

	 20		Too many students want to take the class

	 29		Too few students want to take the class

	 48		The numbers are about right

	 2		Not sure

6.  Has the quality of your AP students in terms of their aptitude and capacity to do the work

	 16		 Improved

	 39		Declined 

	 43		Stayed about the same

	 2		Not sure
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7.  When it comes to the level of difficulty and complexity of the material covered in the AP 
courses that you teach, has it become

	 27		More difficult

	 13		Less difficult

	 59		Stayed about the same

	 1		Not sure

8.  Does your high school have a policy — whether formal or informal — of encouraging as many 
students as possible to take AP classes, or not?

	 65		Yes

	 27		No

	 8		Not sure

OF THOSE RESPONDING, HIGH SCHOOL HAS A POLICY OF ENCOURAGING AP Q8 (n = 642)

9.  What do you think is the main reason your high school has a policy of encouraging as many 
students as possible to take AP classes? 

	 12		To increase opportunity for historically neglected students

	 36		To improve the high school’s reputation or standing 

	 48		To better prepare students for college-level work

	 3		None of these/something else

	 2		Not sure

10.  Other than expecting students to fulfill prerequisites, are your high school’s AP classes

	 69		Generally open to any student who wants to take them

  Or

	 29		Are there limits on access, such as GPA or teacher approval?

	 2		Not sure

11.  At your school, which do you think plays a bigger role in determining the size of the AP pro-
gram?

	 25		The policies of the school system and administrators 

	 60		The level of demand and abilities of the students 

	 11		Neither/Something else

	 3		Not sure

12.  Which comes closer to your own view?

	 38		The more students taking AP courses the better — even when they do poorly in the course,   

  they benefit from the challenge and experience. 

  Or

	 52		Only students who can handle the material should take AP courses — otherwise it’s not fair   

  to them, their classmates, their teachers, and the quality of the program.

	 9		Neither/Something else

	 2		Not sure
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Across the nation, the AP program has been growing steadily in recent years. Here are some possible 
explanations for why this is happening. How convincing is each explanation to you? Please answer on a 
scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not convincing at all and 5 is extremely convincing. (Applies to Q13-19) 

13.  There are more students who want to be challenged at a higher academic level.

	 6		 1 – Not convincing at all

	 20		2

	 41		3

	 27		4

	 5		5 – Extremely convincing

	 1		Not sure

14.  There are more students who want their college applications to look better.

	 *	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 1	 2

	 8	 3

	 41	 4

	 49	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 *	 Not sure

15.  High schools are expanding their AP Program to improve their school’s ranking and reputa-
tion in the community.

	 2	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 5	 2

	 17	 3

	 43	 4

	 33	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 2	 Not sure

16.  The earlier grades are doing a better job of preparing students for the rigor of AP coursework.

	 19	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 34	 2

	 31	 3

	 13	 4

	 1	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 2	 Not sure

17.  There are more students who want to save money or graduate faster from college by getting 
AP credits.

	 4	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 12	 2

	 24	 3

	 37	 4

	 21	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 1	 Not sure
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18.  Administrators are pushing more unqualified minority or low-income students into AP 
courses, just to make the classes look more diverse.

	 26	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 26	 2

	 18	 3

	 14	 4

	 6	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 10	 Not sure

19.  High schools are doing a better job of encouraging qualified low-income or minority students 
to take AP courses.

	 9	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 15	 2

	 33	 3

	 26	 4

	 7	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 11	 Not sure

How close does each of the following statements about AP come to your own view? (Applies to Q20-24)

20.  Offering AP is the single most important way for high schools to serve and challenge ad-
vanced students in key subjects. 

	 35		Very close

	 45		Somewhat close

	 13		Not too close

	 6		Not close at all

	 1		Not sure

21.  Many parents push their children into AP classes when they really don’t belong there.

	 19		Very close

	 41		Somewhat close

	 29		Not too close

	 10		Not close at all

	 1		Not sure

22.  My school is too eager to expand AP participation just to improve its ranking and reputation.

	 12		Very close

	 22		Somewhat close

	 32		Not too close

	 33		Not close at all

	 2		Not sure

23.  Too many students overestimate their abilities and are in over their heads when they take AP 
classes.

	 15		Very close

	 41		Somewhat close

	 33		Not too close

	 11		Not close at all

	 1		Not sure
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24.  Many teachers avoid teaching AP classes because it’s too demanding. 

	 29		Very close

	 35		Somewhat close

	 19		Not too close

	 12		Not close at all

	 4		Not sure

Here are some statements about AP exams. Thinking about the AP exams you are familiar with, how 
close does each of the following come to your own view? (Applies to Q25-Q29)

25.  AP exams do an effective job of maintaining the quality of AP courses across the country.

	 40		Very close

	 46		Somewhat close

	 8		Not too close

	 3		Not close at all

	 2		Not sure

26.  The knowledge that there’s an AP exam waiting for students at the end of the course helps to 
focus and motivate students. 

	 39		Very close

	 41		Somewhat close

	 15		Not too close

	 4		Not close at all

	 *	 Not sure

27.  My students’ AP exam scores at least partly reflect how well I taught the class.

	 24		Very close

	 54		Somewhat close

	 14		Not too close

	 6		Not close at all

	 2		Not sure

28.  The standards for grading AP exams have not been watered down — for example, a score of 3 
means the same thing today as it did five years ago.

	 36		Very close

	 33		Somewhat close

	 8		Not too close

	 6		Not close at all

	 16		Not sure

29.  The material covered on the AP exams aligns well with the curriculum and learning objectives 
of the courses.

	 48		Very close

	 42		Somewhat close

	 6		Not too close

	 2		Not close at all

	 2		Not sure
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30.  Does your high school

	 30		Require AP students to take the AP exam 

	 40		Strongly encourage students to take it

	 30		Leave it up to individuals

	 *	 Not sure

31.  And what is your own view on students’ taking the AP exam? Should AP students at your 
school

	 45		Be required to take the AP exam (with the cost covered, if necessary)

	 38		Be strongly encouraged to take it

	 16		Or should the decision to take the AP exam be left up to individuals

	 *	 Not sure

32.  There may be some students who could thrive in AP but do not end up taking these classes. 
Which of these comes closest to the most likely explanation for this? 

	 56		They don’t want the hard work and pressure.

	 30		They’re afraid of getting lower grades. 

	 4		The school fails to appropriately encourage them.

	 2		Their friends or peers aren’t in these courses.

	 5		None of these/Something else

	 3		Not sure

33.  Relative to their numbers in the student population at your school, do you think that African 
American and Hispanic students are underrepresented in AP classes, or not?

	 43		Yes, they are underrepresented

	 37		No, they are not

	 19		Not sure

Across the nation, African American and Hispanic students are often underrepresented in AP classes. 
Here are some possible explanations for why this is happening. How convincing is each explanation to 
you? Please answer on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 is not convincing at all and 5 is extremely convincing. 
(Applies to Q34-39)

34.  African American and Hispanic students

Are more likely to come from families with lower levels of income and education 

	 6	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 10	 2

	 26	 3

	 33	 4

	 17	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 10	 Not sure

35.  African American and Hispanic students

Are often overlooked by high schools because of stereotypes or mistaken assumptions about their 

abilities

	 24	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 26	 2

	 21	 3

	 16	 4

	 5	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 8	 Not sure
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36.  African American and Hispanic students

Are often inadequately prepared in the lower grades

	 11	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 17	 2

	 28	 3

	 24	 4

	 11	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 10	 Not sure

37.  African American and Hispanic students

Are less likely to be focused on the importance of college

	 12	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 21	 2

	 24	 3

	 23	 4

	 10	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 11	 Not sure

38.  African American and Hispanic students

Are more likely to lack the confidence that they can handle AP coursework

	 6	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 13	 2

	 26	 3

	 31	 4

	 14	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 10	 Not sure

39.  African American and Hispanic students

Are flooded by messages from a culture that holds low expectations for them

	 10	 1 – Not convincing at all

	 13	 2

	 23	 3

	 28	 4

	 15	 5 – Extremely convincing

	 12	 Not sure

40.  Each year, Newsweek publishes a nationwide rating system of high schools that uses the ratio 
of students taking AP exams to rank high schools by quality. How familiar are you with this 
rating system? 

	 22		Very familiar  

	 30		Somewhat familiar 

	 17		Not too familiar 

	 30		Not at all familiar

	 1		Not sure

OF THOSE RESPONDING, VERY, SOMEWHAT OR NOT TOO FAMILIAR IN Q40 (n = 660)
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41.  How much impact do you think this rating system has had on your own high school’s ap-
proach to the AP Program? 

	 34		No impact 

	 22		Only a little impact

	 26		Some impact

	 14		A lot of impact

	 4		Not sure

42.  Generally speaking, do you think that ranking the quality of high schools by using the ratio of 
students taking AP exams is

	 17		Mostly a good idea

	 58		Mostly a bad idea

	 25		Not sure

Here are some suggestions people have made to change the AP program at the national level. For each, 
please indicate if you think it would generally improve the AP program, make it worse, or have little 
impact? (Applies to Q43-50)

43.  Encourage more colleges to accept only high AP exam results (4 or 5) before granting college 
credit for AP courses.

	 23		 Improve

	 51		Make It Worse

	 20		Have Little Impact

	 6		Not sure

44.  Group students in AP sections by ability, so that, for example, the most advanced students 
learn together. 

	 30		 Improve

	 36		Make It Worse

	 25		Have Little Impact

	 9		Not sure

45.  Limit the number of AP classes that students can take in a given semester.

	 39		 Improve

	 19		Make It Worse

	 32		Have Little Impact

	 10		Not sure

46.  Conduct more screening of students to ensure that they are ready to do AP-level work before 
they get in those classrooms.

	 63		 Improve

	 12		Make It Worse

	 19		Have Little Impact

	 7		Not sure

47.  Change the AP curriculum so that courses are less broad and cover greater depth. 

	 40		 Improve

	 21		Make It Worse

	 22		Have Little Impact

	 17		Not sure
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48.  Place firm limits on class size for AP, even if some students have to wait to take the course.

	 56		 Improve

	 18		Make It Worse

	 19		Have Little Impact

	 7		Not sure

49.  Rely more on online AP courses when just a few students in a school want a course or when 
the school has trouble finding suitable teachers. 

	 25		 Improve

	 39		Make It Worse

	 16		Have Little Impact

	 20		Not sure

50.  Require all students in AP classes to take the AP exam, with financial aid provided for needy 
students.

	 56		 Improve

	 20		Make It Worse

	 18		Have Little Impact

	 7		Not sure

51.  For how many years have you been a public school teacher? 

	 19		Less than or equal to 10

	 33		 11–20 years

	 48		21 or more years

52.  And for how many years have you been teaching AP courses? 

	 31		Less than or equal to 5

	 32		6–10 years

	 38		 11 or more years

53.  What AP subject area do you primarily teach? (If you teach more than one subject area, 
please choose the one you teach most.)

	 1		Computer Science

	 20		English 

	 5		Fine Arts/Music

	 5		Foreign/World Languages 

	 18		History (Government, Geography, U.S., World/Culture)

	 26		Mathematics 

	 21		Science (Biology, Chemistry, Physics)

	 3		Social Sciences (Anthropology, Economics, Psychology)

	 1		Something else

54.  Generally speaking, what percentage of your students typically take the AP exam?

	 2		None take the AP exam

	 14		 1%–25%

	 8		26%–50%

	 11	 51%–75%

	 64	 76%–100%

	 1	 Not sure
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55.  Over the past five years, has the percentage of your students taking the AP exam

	 26		 Increased

	 18		Decreased

	 53		Stayed about the same

	 3		Not sure

56.  Generally speaking, what percentage of your students typically score 3 or better on the AP 
exam?

	 2	 None score 3 or better

	 15	 1%–25%

	 18	 26%–50%

	 27	 51%–75%

	 35	 76%–100%

	 3	 Not sure

57.  And, over the past five years, have your students’ AP exam scores

	 32		Been improving

	 18		Been declining

	 43		Stayed about the same 

	 7		Not sure

58.  Approximately what percentage of students at your school are eligible for the free or reduced 
lunch program? 

	 1	 None are eligible

	 30	 1%–25%

	 24	 26%–50%

	 16	 51%–75%

	 8	 76%–100%

	 21	 Not sure

59.  Which best describes your high school?

	 5	 Inner city

	 23	 Urban (not inner city)

	 39	 Suburban

	 33	 Rural

60.  In what region is your high school?

	 27	 Northeast

	 20	 Midwest

	 33	 South

	 20	 West
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